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1. FALCON PLAYTHROUGH 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TRAINING 
-----[Rola]----- 
Hello, I am Rola, 
and I will be your 
training instructor. 

Before you compete 
in the Battle Game, 
you must train. 

If you follow my 
instructions, you will 
clear each level. 

LEVEL 1: TARGETING         Didn't follow directions 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Nothing happens]----- 
Your first lesson 
covers the use of 
TURBO Shots. To use 
TURBO Shots, press 

and hold the FIRE 
   __ V  Button 
[]========/ 
 \\    /--* 

Aim well and shoot 



down three
enemies to
advance 

to the next round. 
Let the training begin! 

LEVEL 2: DEFENSE           Didn't follow directions 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
This lesson teaches        Use TURBO Shots to 
you and ST Battle          defend against enemy 
basic -                    atacks. 
DEFENSE! 

The main method 
   __ V  of defending 
[]========/  enemy 
 \\    /--*  fire 

is the use of TURBO 
   __ V  Shots. 
[]========/ 
 \\    /--* 

In a real Battle Game 
you will be damaged 
by the enemy's attack. 

Too much damage will 
ruin your ST, so 
remember to protect 
yourself. 

Shoot down six 
consecutive enemy 
shots to advance to 
the next lesson. 

Use TURBO Shots to 
defend against the 
enemy's attacks. 

LEVEL 3: OFFENSE           Didn't follow directions 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
This lesson will teach     You must wait until 
you how to attack          the indicator bar 
enemies using Energy       starts blinking 
Bolts.                     before pressing FIRE 

If the FIRE Button isn't   to release an Energy 
   __ V  pressed, the      Bolt. 
[]========/  eneergy 
 \\    /--*  charges. 

Watch the meter at the 
   __ V  bottom of the 
[]========/  screen. 



 \\    /--* 

When it fills with energy 
   __ V  the indicator 
[]========/  bar will 
 \\    /--*  blink. 

Then, press the FIRE 
   __ V  Button to loose 
[]========/  an Energy 
 \\    /--*  Bolt. 

In a real Battle game 
you cannot defeat your 
enemies without the 
use of Energy Bolts. 

Aim well and wait 
until the indicator 
bar begins to blink 
before firing. 

To advance to the next 
training round, shoot 
down three enemies. 

LEVEL 4: INTERCEPT         Didn't follow directions 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
Now, you will learn        Wait until the indicator 
the defensive use of       bar blinks to fire an 
the Energy Bolt.           Energy Bolt to defend 
                           yourself. 
When your opponent 
charges his energy 
and fires at you with 
a blinking bullet, 

you must use an 
Energy Bolt to shoot 
it down. To shoot 
down the enemy's 

Energy Bolt, you 
cannot use Turbo 
Shots. You must use 
an Energy Bolt and 

you cannot miss. To 
advance to the next 
training round, 
intercept the enemy's 

Energy Bolts four 
times consecutively. 

LEVEL 5: ASSAULT           Didn't follow directions 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
This lesson will teach     You must wait until 
you to attack your         all three indicator 



opponent with a            bars light before 
Treble Energy Bolt.        you shoot. 

When you release the 
FIRE Button and charge 
energy, the indicator 
bar under the energy 

meter will light. 
   __ V  The longer 
[]========/  you 
 \\    /--*  charge, 

the greater the 
   __ V  attack power 
[]========/  will be. 
 \\    /--* 

However, the maximum 
   __ V  power possible 
[]========/  
 \\    /--* 

is that of the 
   __ V  Treble 
[]========/  Energy 
 \\    /--*  Bolt. 

When all the indicator 
bars are lit, press the 
FIRE Button. 

This will release a 
Treble Energy Bolt. 
If a Treble Energy Bolt 
hits your opponent, 

his weak spot will 
flash. Shoot at this 
weak point with an 
Energy Bolt. 

If you shoot down three 
enemies, you will 
advance to the next 
level. 

LEVEL 6: THE BOMB          Didn't follow directions 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
This lesson teaches        Aim well, shoot a Bomb 
you how to use the         again. 
Bomb.

Press the CURSOR 
   __ V  Button to 
[]========/ select 
 \\    /--* 

your optional weapon. 
   __ V  When the 



[]========/ [B] icon 
 \\    /--* light, 

press the FIRE Button 
   __ V  to release the 
[]========/ Bomb. 
 \\    /--* 

When this powerful 
device explodes, all 
of the enemy's bullets 
will be destroyed. 

Be prudent using the 
Bomb, as it can 
only be used once. 

Aim well and, if you 
destroy the enemy 
with your bomb, 
you will advance. 

COMBAT                     If you lose                If you win 
-----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
Congratulations!           Defend yourself using      Congratulations! 
You have reached your      TURBO Shots and            You are now trained 
final lesson.              Energy Bolts.              as an ST gunner. 

This time, you must        Use a Treble Energy        Many opponents, each 
battle an ST,  and I       Bolt to find your          using a different 
will be its pilot!         enemy's weak points,       offense, will be 
                                                      found along your way. 
Just like in the Battle    then concentrate your 
Game, the Energy levels    attack upon them.          Do not be afraid. 
of your ST and your        Now try to win this        You know the tech- 
opponent will be           time. Let's battle!        niques necessary to 
                                                      win. You can defeat 
displayed. As each ST 
takes damage, the                                     any of them by aiming 
level of the Energy                                   correctly, shooting at 
Meters will decrease.                                 their weak point and 
                                                      most of all, 
The ST that runs out 
of energy first loses.                                defending yourself. 
Defend with Energy                                    Do not forget what 
Bolts and TURBO Shots.                                you have learned in 
                                                      this training program. 
Use Energy Bolts and 
Treble Energy Bolts to                                Now go to the Battle 
attack.                                               Game ... 
                                                      and win! 
Defeating my ST will 
conclude your training. 

Let us start the 
Battle Game now! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GARAM-Mk2           If you lose                If you win 



-----[Guido]-----          -----[Mike]-----           -----[Guido]----- 
Oh ho! Who is this who     What are you               Shoot!! I will not 
dares fight the Battle     thinking? Have you         admit that I lost. 
Game with the greatest     forgotten defense?         What a bad run of 
battler in the world?                                 luck that I've had. 
                           You must charge the 
-----[Mike]-----           laser in order to use      Why, I should've beaten 
Guido! Once again,         Energy Bolts.              you like a dirty rug. 
the first of our foes.                                You were lucky again 
                           Calm down and take         this time. Rats!! 
Remember, charger the      careful aim. If you 
laser's energy for         use Energy Bolts you 
Energy Bolts. Only use     will defeat him. 
TURBO Shots to defend. 

-----[Guido]----- 
Oh ho, the youngsters 
have returned. Go, 
I'm busy and cannot be 
bothered to baby-sit. 

Stick around and I will 
beat you quickly, 
because it's time for 
me to go have lunch. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus SIAMANG             If you lose                If you win 
-----[Chada]-----          -----[Mike]-----           -----[Chada]----- 
Oohh wheee!!               Our opponent moves         Oohh wheee!! 
You're the one who beat    very quickly. This         Please ... 
my brother Guido, the      makes aiming at him        please spare my life. 
pilot of ST Garam?         very difficult. 
                                                      In return, from this 
Why ...                    But, when he begins        day forward I will take 
your ST is nothing but     his attack, he stops       you as my brother. 
a bucket of bolts.         moving. When he does, 
                           fire the Bomb! 
I choose not to believe 
brother Buido was de-      The Bomb will give him 
feated by a pitiful pile   a great amount of 
of scrap like you.         damage! 

-----[Mike]-----           OK partner, let's go!! 
Partner, be careful- 
this guy is quick and 
very, very strange. 

-----[Chada]----- 
Oohh wheee!! 
You make fun of me. 
You must not realize 
with whom you deal. 

I will avenge my brother 
as I destroy you slowly, 
very slowly, and I will 
savor every moment. 



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus WONG                If you lose                If you win 
-----[Dayan]-----          -----[Mike]-----           -----[Dayan]----- 
I am Dayan, pilot of       If you hit his body        I have ... 
the ST Wong. I'd           with an Energy Bolt,       failed. You can do 
like to see the face       the head opens. That       what you wish with 
                           is the weak point.         me and Mongolia. 
of my opponent, while 
you still have one.        Fire at the opened         -----[Mike]----- 
                           head with an Energy        You've misunderstood, 
-----[Mike]-----           Bolt. This will bring      we battle with Chiefs 
Do you see us Dayan?       us close to victory.       only so we may reach 
We are your rivals.                                   Thanatos. 

Watch out partner, his                                -----[Dayan]----- 
round hands are very                                  I see ... 
tricky.                                               I'm sorry that this 
                                                      battle even took place. 
He is also equipped 
with an anti-gravity                                  You see, those who 
engine and can float.                                 challenged me before 
                                                      only wished to invade 
-----[Dayan]-----                                     Mongolia. 
My duty is to protect 
Mongolians. I do not                                  I hope you will have 
like to fight, but must                               success in your quest 
protect my homeland.                                  to challenge Thanatos. 

Now I must teach you 
how sad the Battle Game 
can really be. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GRIFFIN             If you lose                If you win 
-----[Orusoh]-----         -----[Mike]-----           -----[Orusoh]----- 
You are the one who        Have you noticed that      I can't believe I have 
wants to battle with me?   we cannot seem to do       lost to mere children, 
To me, you appear to       any damage to his          but you are finished 
be a spineless wimp.       wings?                     anyway. 

-----[Mike]-----           Instead, try attacking     Now you will burn up 
What?!! I will show        his legs!                  and you will be gone 
you waht courage is.                                  from this world. 
Let us battle!             If he's moving too fast 
                           for you to get a good      Hee hee hee!! Now 
-----[Orusoh]-----         aim, use a Bomb!           feel the pain and... 
Let's see this courage.                               die! 
From here we will fall     Try pulling out all of 
towards the earth.         the stops. Use any         Grrrrrrr ... 
                           item we have. Do this 
If the battle does not     and we can win!            -----[Mike]----- 
finish you, the friction                              He seems to be 
heat of reentry will.      Now, let's go!             correct. We have no 
Let us go!                                            way to stop our fall. 
                                                      Can this be the end? 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 



                                                      Are you OK? 

                                                      -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      We're not injured, but 
                                                      we are trapped by 
                                                      Earth's gravity and 
                                                      cannot stop our fall. 

                                                      You should leave now 
                                                      while you still can, 
                                                      otherwise you too will 
                                                      be burnt by reentry. 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 
                                                      I came to help you, 
                                                      but there's no time to 
                                                      waste, if you wish to 
                                                      escape your situation! 

                                                      -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      How can you help us? 
                                                      Who ... 
                                                      Who are you? 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 
                                                      I'll explain it all to 
                                                      you later! Right now, 
                                                      I'll tow your ST free 
                                                      of Earth's gravity. 

                                                      I've also got something 
                                                      that I'm certain will 
                                                      help in the future, 
                                                      it's the V-System. 

                                                      Remember, time is 
                                                      short, let's hurry! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus VISCOUNT            If you lose                If you win 
-----[Carlos]-----         -----[Mike]-----           -----[Carlos]----- 
Finally, the time has      How I despise that         How can this be ... 
come. I have waited        shield of his! I wish 
long and trained hard      that we had one.           An old style ST has 
for this moment.                                      defeated ME ... 
                           Try shooting it with       How can a team do what 
-----[Mike]-----           a Treble Energy Bolt!      only one is meant to do? 
Partner, he looks to 
be well-protected!         Destroy that bazooka!      It has been my dream 
His shield can defend      If you do so, he'll lose   to pulverize the ST 
any attack we have.        his main assault           whose pilot and gunner 
                           weapon!!                   are not the same. 
And that bazooka he 
has looks extremely        I'm counting on you        So to achieve my dream, 
powerful!!                 partner!!                  I rejoined Anubis as 
                                                      leader of his guards. 
-----[Carlos]----- 
You violate all I believe                             I built an ST to replace 
in. I cannot accept the                               Baron and I waited. 



ST whose pilot and                                    I knew that the two of 
gunner are not one!                                   you would surely come. 

This time I will prove                                The master has fled 
myself. I will revenge                                this place. Anubis has 
my previous loss ...                                  fled now to Mars, with 
                                                      the ST Thanatos. 
And this Falcon will 
join the junk heap that                               Be careful! 
is all that remains of                                There is a reason for 
those I have defeated.                                Anubis' rebirth. 

With the exception of 
its head ... 
It will be proudly 
displayed as my trophy! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus THANATOS            If you lose                If you win 
-----[Mike]-----           -----[Mike]-----           -----[Anubis]----- 
I cannot find Thanatos     Thanatos' power is         I cannot believe I have 
anywhere. Has the          stronger than you          lost. There must be 
swine somehow escaped?     expected!                  some mistake. 

What was that?             To begin your attack,      -----[Mike]----- 
                           shoot fully charged        You deserve this ... 
-----[Anubis]-----         Energy Bolts at the        You have made people 
Heh, heh, heh!!            body!                      miserable. 
I have been waiting 
for you, child.            If you do so, you will     Now ... 
                           be able to defend          rest in peace. 
-----[Mike]-----           against his powerful 
Finally Anubis, you        attack!                    Or, should I say ... 
have shown up. Now,                                   pieces! 
we will defeat you         Be careful of a Rocket 
and bring back peace.      Punch or a Rocket Kick!    -----[Anubis]----- 
                           Those attacks will do      Curses! 
Prepare yourself!          very severe damage!        I cannot allow my end 
                                                      to come this way! 
-----[Anubis]-----         Please be careful! 
Heh, heh, heh!!                                       I will take you with 
It is you who must be                                 me ... 
ready, child. 
                                                      to the deepest part 
So start your crying,                                 of this nether world. 
for I will take my time 
as I destroy you.                                     -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      What ... 
                                                      What's going on? 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 
                                                      Are you OK? 

                                                      -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      You again ... 
                                                      Who are you? 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 
                                                      My name is Rola. I 



                                                      came here to let you 
                                                      know the truth. 

                                                      -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      The truth? 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 
                                                      Yes! You've defeated 
                                                      Thanatos and the Battle 
                                                      Game may be over, but 
                                                      the fighting is not. 

                                                      Now you must battle to 
                                                      reach the real enemy of 
                                                      your people. 

                                                      Go to Jupiter now, 
                                                      quickly. 

                                                      -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      Wait ... 
                                                      wait a second. 

                                                      This is all so 
                                                      sudden. Tell me 
                                                      what it is I must do. 

                                                      You have trained 
                                                      for this. When the 
                                                      time comes, you will 
                                                      know what to do. 

                                                      You must trust your- 
                                                      self, for you are the 
                                                      only hope to save your 
                                                      world. 

                                                      See you again, 
                                                      sometime... 
                                                      I hope! But for 
                                                      now, good-bye. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus ARACHNUS            If you lose                If you win 
-----[Danpe]-----          -----[Mike]-----           -----[Danpe]----- 
Ga ha ha haa!!             You must be very           Rats!! 
                           careful partner. DO        I cannot believe I'm 
Did you see what I         NOT destroy his            such a loser. 
can do? My power           stomach! 
will now reduce you                                   -----[Mike]----- 
to bits and pieces.        If you destroy his         OK! Let's hear your 
                           stomach, he will begin     story. Who and what 
-----[Mike]-----           his lethal attack.         are you? 
This is our new 
enemy? Who, and            By not even shooting at    -----[Danpe]----- 
what are you?              his stomach, we have a     Ohh, my aching head. 
                           chance for victory!        We are a race alien 
-----[Danpe]-----                                     to you. We began an 
I am ST pilot Danpe.       I'm counting on you,       invasion of your Earth 



If you want to know        so let's do it this time! 
more, you must first                                  setting up Anubis and 
defeat me in battle.                                  his ST Thanatos as our 
                                                      puppet. I know nothing 
However, I doubt                                      more than this. 
that I will have to 
tell you.                                             I'm telling you the 
Ga ha ha haa!!                                        truth ... 
                                                      Please believe cme! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus COBRA               If you lose                If you win 
-----[Zephyr]-----         -----[Mike]-----           -----[Zephyr]----- 
Unbelievable!              This one is extremely      Wahh! How cruel can 
Are you truly from         strong! We can't seem      you be? How could low 
Earth?                     to damage him even         brows like you make 
                           with our best shot!        me so miserable? 
I was always led to 
believe that its natives   So look closely at         Know what I'm gonna 
were a more intelligent    him! His lower body        do? I'm going to tell 
life form.                 is quite narrow. Try       Momma about you! 
                           shooting there! 
Your kind just doesn't                                My wife doesn't take 
deserve the beautiful      Another thing just         kindly to bullies. She 
planet you call home!      came to mind. If you       will take care of the 
                           destroy his hand gun,      likes of you. 
-----[Mike]-----           we'll have him for sure!! 
This ST is extremely                                  This is it, your lives 
big. Look closely, his     Let's beat him this        will be derminated, 
right hand is a hand       time!                      soon! 
gun! 

If that thing hits us, 
we'll be done for. 

-----[Zephyr]----- 
Incredible! 
I just can't believe 
that such a tiny ST 
can carry two people. 

Why, its design is just 
absurd. Now you will 
experience what real 
ST design can do! 

Maybe ... 
I think I'll just simply 
crush the teeny, tiny 
ST! Hah, hah!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GROKEN              If you lose                If you win 
-----[Zephyr]-----         -----[Mike]-----           -----[Pamela]----- 
Momma! HEre they are.      Partner, be careful!       Uunh!! 
They're the ones who       That armor is invincible,  I can't believe it. 
did this to me. They       and will reflect your      I've lost to earthlings! 
made me look like this.    Energy Bolts! 



                                                      Just you wathc out 
-----[Pamela]-----         Use TURBO Shots to         though. Soon our 
Oh my little boy!          defend her attacks. If     fortress, Eltoria, will 
I WILL NOT forgive         she returns your fire,     drop out of warp. 
them for making Poppa      be calm and intercept it! 
look like they have.                                  You and your pretty 
                           Analyze her reactions      little Earth have no 
-----[Mike]-----           carefully! Somewhere       future. Soon comes 
Oh no, I thought we'd      there must be a point      the end! 
seen some big STs          that flashes! 
before, but this one                                  Ha, ha, ha. 
is gargantuan.             Shoot that point with 
                           an Energy Bolt!! OK 
Be careful, partner!!      partner ... 
Behind that armor there    Let's go!! 
may be something 
hidden! 

-----[Pamela]----- 
How rude these children 
are! They've ignored 
my beauty!! Now you 
shall see.

Now Momma's gonna 
teach you a lesson, 
your final one. 

-----[Zephyr]----- 
Good luck, Momma! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus VIRVIUS (1)         If you lose                If you win 
-----[Anubis]-----         -----[Mike]-----           -----[Anubis]----- 
My name is Anubis.         Partner, be careful!       Now you've done it. 
I control this fortress,   When he splits, only       You have made ME 
Eltoria ...                one of the images is       angry. 
                           his real body! 
YOU are the aliens who                                I didn't think that I 
defy me?                   Before he begins his       would appear like this 
                           attack, you must shoot     for a long time. 
-----[Mike]-----           an Energy Bolt at his 
What is this!?             real body!!                However, you should 
What's going on?                                      see me well, so that 
This ST looks the same     When he splits, use        my memory will burn 
as Thanatos.               TURBO Shots to find        with you after death! 
                           the real body! 
-----[Anubis]-----                                    Ha, ha, ha, ha!! 
Thanatos?                  You cannot damage the      What do you think of 
I made him and his pilot.  false images, but you      this great body? 
He was created from a      can damage the real 
part of me.                one!                       It's too late now for 
                                                      regrets. Now the two 
Make no mistake though,    C'mon partner, I'm         of you will be eliminated 
they were not my equal.    counting on you!           by my own doing. 
Together, they were 
my royal servant. 

-----[Mike]----- 



Then, what we fought 
before was a clone!? 

-----[Anubis]----- 
Hmm, you seem to have 
some intelligence. 
You're very close ... 

However, you show a 
lack of intelligence to 
defy me. 

You'll soon be very 
sorry for having defied 
me!! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Rola appears, high health     Rola appears, low health 
-----[Mike]-----              -----[Mike]-----    
What a scoundrel!             Curses, what is going 
I really wish he wouldn't     on!? We can't fight 
do that.                      after losing this much 
                              energy. 
-----[Anubis]----- 
!!!!!!!!                      -----[Anubis]----- 
What!?                        !!!!!!! 
                              What was that? 
-----[Mike]----- 
Rola!                         -----[Mike]----- 
How come you're here?!        Rola! 
                              Why are you here! 
-----[Rola]----- 
I've been following your      -----[Rola]----- 
battles, just in case         I'll tell you later! 
you needed any help.          Look at your energy 
But, you are doing great.     gauge now! 

However, this can't           -----[Mike]----- 
hurt, just look at your       ...............!! 
energy gauge!!                Thank you. 
                              You've saved our lives. 
-----[Mike]-----              We'll be OK now!! 
Thank you!
Every little bit helps!!      -----[Rola]----- 
                              If you want to talk 
-----[Rola]-----              about saving, you two 
Now, the two of you are       are the only ones who 
the only ones who can         can save the Earth! 
save your Earth! 
                              Please, you must 
Please ...                    destroy Virvius! 
you must eliminate 
the threat of Virvius         -----[Anubis]----- 
                              Rola!!! 
-----[Anubis]-----            Why you little ... 
Look who has the nerve.       You have betrayed me! 
Rola, did you think I         You have betrayed us!! 
couldn't hear that? 
                              Rola ... 



First I will dispatch         You have sealed your 
your little ...               own fate, but first I'll 
friends.                      dispose of these two ... 

As for you Rola,              Then I will decide 
you traitorous little ...     what to do with you. 
I shall deal with you 
later!                        -----[Mike]----- 
                              En garde Anubis! 
------[Mike]-----             We cannot let you do 
OK partner!                   whatever you want!! 
We must not be afraid         Partner, let's go! 
to use any means to 
destroy him Let's go!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus VIRVIUS (2) 
If you lose                If you win 
-----[Mike]-----           -----[Anubis]----- 
Partner!                   I have lost ... 
You can only damage        To alien creatures ... 
him in an open mouth! 
                           I CANNOT believe this. 
When the mouth fires,      It should NOT have 
intercept his shot         happened. 
with an Energy Bolt 
and he'll take damage!     Aaaahhhhhh!!!!!!! 

Watch the way he 
wiggles the tusks at 
the corners of his 
central mouth. 

Try firing at the tusks 
with Energy Bolts and 
see what happens. 

I'm counting on you 
partner!! 

(Rola appears) 
-----[Rola]----- 
Thank you Mike and 
partner. You have 
prevented a serious 
mistake from happening. 

We lost our home planet 
through the foolishness 
of those in charge, 

and have wandered ever 
since, looking for a new 
planet. 

-----[Mike]----- 
Then, you found the 
Earth ... 



-----[Rola]----- 
Yes ... 
Anubis didn't care 
about the natives of 
Earth, only himself. 

So, he sent a clone to 
seize control and 
prepare for invasion. 

But it is all OK now! 
Anubis has been 
destroyed. But now, 

I should say, Good b ... 
                              (vines creep up from underneath Rola and grab her) 
Aaaaaayyyyyyyyyy!!!!!! 

-----[Mike]----- 
What!! 
What is happening?? 

-----[Typhon]----- 
Haa, ha, ha ... 
It's not over yet, 
puny Earthlings!! 

-----[Mike]----- 
Who ... 
Are you!? 

-----[Typhon]----- 
My name is Typhon. 
I am the true ruler of 
Eltoria. 

Anubis was just a pawn 
taht I used while I 
rested in cryogenic 
sleep. 

His assignment was to 
control Eltoria, to pilot 
and defend the ship, 
and locate a new home. 

Then, when he found a 
suitable planet, a 
beautiful place we 
could call home ... 

He was to lead the 
invasion, take control, 
then wake me. 

-----[Mike]----- 
Cryogenic Sleep!? 

-----[Typhon]----- 



Yes ... 
My youth and beauty 
could not be wasted 
by the years of inter- 

stellar travel. 

Well now... 
I have wasted time. 
That is something else 
I've no desire to waste. 

Come now to the 
fortress core! 

that is if you think 
you can save your puny 
Earth ... 

Or this female ... 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GIGA-DESP (1)       If you lose                If you win 
-----[Mike]-----           -----[Mike]-----           -----[Mike]----- 
Here we are, Typhon!       Use the Lightning Bomb     You are finished!! 
Where is Rola?!            first! How can you aim     Release Rola now! 
                           if you can't see him in 
-----[Typhon]-----         this darkness?             I never considered that 
If you can destroy                                    anyone could defeat me 
this Giga-Desp, you        A Treble Energy Bolt       in a fair fight. 
will find her ...          can't even beat his 
                           most powerful attack!!     But fighting fair any 
But now you are wasting                               longer is a waste of 
time, my precious time.    So watch his movements     time. Now it's time 
Now suffer as you wait     carefully!! Charge         to have some fun! 
for me in darkness.        energy before he 
                           starts attacking you.      Look at me closely!! 
                                                      See my gorgeous 
                           Good luck, partner,        body!!! 
                           let's do it this time! 
                                                      -----[Mike]----- 
                                                      Rola! 
                                                      Oh no! What have you 
                                                      done to Rola? 

                                                      -----[Rola]----- 
                                                      I'm fine. Typhon is 
                                                      using me to guard Giga- 
                                                      Desp's weak point. 

                                                      Shoot me!! 
                                                      It's the only way to 
                                                      destroy Giga-Desp!! 
                                                      Hurry!! 

                                                      You don't have time 
                                                      to think about it! 
                                                      Don't trade me for your 
                                                      home world. 

                                                      -----[Typhon]----- 



                                                      Rola does have a point. 
                                                      I will not waste any 
                                                      more time. Let us 
                                                      battle once more! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GIGA-DESP (2) 
Mike's Sacrifice           Ending (Mike lives)        Ending (Mike dies) 
-----[Mike]-----           -----[Rola]-----           -----[Rola]----- 
How're you doing,          Thanks a lot friend!       Thank you! 
partner? 
                           I really do appreciate     I appreciate that you 
You seem to be OK.         the fact that you were     were able to defeat 
But unfortunately ...      able to defeat Giga-       Giga-Desp AND save 
I'm not.                   Desp AND save me!          me! 

My instruments read        Not everyone could do      Not everyone could do 
the weapons systems        what you have done.        what you haev done. 
are still functioning.     You are an expert ST       You are truly an expert 
                           gunner, a marksman!        ST gunner! 
Hey partner, don't 
worry. I have an idea      Return now to Earth.       It's too bad that 
that may allow you to      Return as a hero-          Michael cannot be here 
win this battle yet.       return as my hero!         with us right now. 

I'm going to transfer      -----[Mike]-----           Now it is time for 
the pilot cockpit's        Way to go partner!         you to return to Earth. 
remaining shield energy    It seems, I chose          You will return as a 
back to Falcon.            my partner well.           hero! 

I'm counting on you not    I wonder if we will 
to let my sacrifice be     ever see Rola or 
in vain. If Falcon         another Eltorian 
wins, I will be avenged.   again? 

You and Falcon must        Let's go now. 
destroy him, partner!      Let's go home!! 
...................... 
So long!! 
================================================================================ 
2. TORNADO PLAYTHROUGH 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TRAINING 
-----[Carol]----- 
Hello. I'm Carol, the 
pilot of the ST Tornado. 

This is a test to see 
if I should accept you 
as my gunner. 

Hey, I expect a lot 
of my partner and won't 
accept just anyone for 
the job. 

This ST, Tornado uses 
a rapid and powerful 
weapon called the 
Super TURBO Shot. 



The best feature is its 
ability to do immense damage 
to enemies with the Hyper Shot. 

Oh yeah, it can fire 
regular TURBO Shots, 
but they're too weak to 
do any REAL damage. 

You must defend your- 
self though, because 
the ST's armor is 
relatively weak. 

To succeed and bring 
us back alive, you must 
use Tornado's abilities 
effectively. 

LEVEL 1: SUPER TURBO       Didn't follow directions 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]----- 
First, let's learn how     Shoot the enemy 
to attack the enemy        AFTER charging the 
with a Super TURBO         Energy Bolt! 
Shot.

As energy charges, the 
indicator lamps light up. 
Each lit lamp lets you 
fire one Energy Bolt. 

If you charge long 
enough, you can stock 
up to ten Energy Bolts. 

You can rapidly shoot 
Energy Bolts if you 
hold down the FIRE 
Button. 

This weapon is called 
the Super TURBO Shot. 

Destroy the enemy using 
nine super TURBO 
Shots. 

LEVEL 2: HYPER SHOT        Didn't follow directions 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]----- 
This lesson will teach     Charge all ten lamps. 
you the use of the one     Hold the CURSOR Button. 
and only Hyper Shot.       Then press FIRE. 
                           It's simple - NOW DO IT! 
Listen carefull to my 
instructions, because 
if you don't do it right, 
you won't pass. 

First, stock at least 
twi Energy Bolts. 



Next, while holding the 
CURSOR Button, press 
the FIRE Button. 

This will fire a Hyper 
Shot. Some of our 
enemies can only be 
destroyed this way. 

To pass this lesson, 
you must stock ten 
Energy Bolts for each 
Hyper Shot you fire. 

LEVEL 3: COMBAT            If you lose                If you win 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]----- 
OK partner, time for       Charge ten Energy          Congratulations, 
your third and final       Bolts, THEN hold the       partner!! You did a 
lesson.                    CURSOR Button.             good job gunning for 
                                                      Tornado. 
This one will be a         THEN press the FIRE 
simulated Battle Game.     Button to release a        The real battle begins 
                           Hyper Shot.                now. I'm counting on 
Just like for real, if                                you, partner!!! 
you run out of energy      Now try hard to win 
before your opponent,      the battle this time ... 
you lose!                  OK? 

I don't like to lose,      Now let's begin!! 
and if you can't win 
this simulation, I won't 
take you as my gunner. 

Now remember these 
instructions and you 
will win- 

Charge energy and 
stock Energy Bolts. 

Hold the CURSOR 
Button, then press 
the FIRE Button to 
shoot a Hyper Shot. 

Now let the battle begin 
and try hard to win! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: The game does indeed have a typo ("descriminiating" when it should be 
"discriminiating"), and the after-battle quote really does include "Guido:" for 
Guido's first line. 

Versus GARAM-Mk2           If you lose                If you win 
-----[Guido]-----          -----[Carol]-----          -----[Guido]----- 
I, Garam, am the           What happened?             Guido: 
strongest ST in the        Block all his attacks!     I have lost? 



world. Who dares                                      I cannot believe it! 
to fight with me?          If he's not attacking,     Rats!! 
                           charge an Energy Bolt, 
-----[Carol]-----          and take a defensive       I gave this fight away. 
His attacks are            position!!                 You should be grateful! 
strong, but his large                                 Rats, rats, and double 
body makes a perfect       Partner, I'm counting      rats! 
target!                    on you! 

Stay calm and make 
sure to defend. Watch 
for a chance to fire a 
Hyper Shot! 

-----[Guido]----- 
Oh! 
How unusual, a female 
battler! 

Just because you're a 
woman doesn't mean I'm 
going to make it easy 
for you. 

To do that would be 
descriminating. So 
be prepared! I am 
very, very strong!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus SIAMANG             If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Chada]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Chada]----- 
Oohh wheee!!               Be strong partner!          Oohh wheee!! 
                           Charge Energy Bolts         You must forgive me! 
You are the ones who       in preparation for 
defeated my brother,       firing a Hyper Shot!        From now on, I will obey 
Guido, pilot of ST                                     only what you say. 
Garam?                     You must use TURBO          You will be my boss! 
                           Shots and Energy 
How could my brother       Bolts to defend against     Please let me call 
have lost to such a        his attacks.                you boss!! 
pitiful ST? Did you 
somehow cheat?             Remember to press the 
                           CURSOR Butoon 
-----[Carol]-----          when you want to fire 
Be careful! His ST is      a Hyper Shot. 
narrow which makes it 
hard to hit him.           Good luck. 

But if you charge an 
Energy Bolt, then shoot, 
one shot will give him 
considerable damage. 

-----[Chada]----- 
Oohh wheee!! 
Do you think that you 
can beat me so easily? 



You'll see, my attack 
is strong!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus WONG                If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Dayan]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Dayan]----- 
I am Dayan, the pilot      Partner!                    I have lost completely. 
of ST Wong. Who dares      You must be strong!!        Mongolia is now ... 
to start a meaningless                                 history. 
fight with me?             Charge Energy Bolts, 
                           then press the CURSOR       -----[Carol]----- 
-----[Carol]-----          and FIRE Buttons and        Do not worry, we're not 
Dayan, you will battle     shoot a Hyper Shot.         here to take Mongolia 
Carol Eugene and                                       away! 
partner!                   Protect us from the 
                           enemy's attack using        You have been used by 
Partner, play it safe      Super TURBO Shots.          Anubis! This is why we 
with this one! It's                                    are here. 
difficult to prevent       Whenever you can, 
his attacks!               charge Energy Bolts!        -----[Dayan]----- 
                                                       ...? 
He can fire many shots     If you have Energy          Can what you say be 
at once, so wait until     Bolts charged, you'll       true ...? 
the bullets get very       be able to fire a Hyper 
close ...                  Shot!                       I have fought for my 
                                                       people, for Monglia. 
then fire a Hyper Shot     Now let's go!!              I took Anubis' offer 
to defend!                                             for them. 

-----[Dayan]-----                                      -----[Carol]----- 
I don't like to battle,                                Soon, you will be free 
but to protect Mongolia                                from Anubis! You have 
I will fight with you.                                 our word, and you can 
                                                       count on us!! 
You will also learn a 
valuable lesson on how 
futile fighting can be! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GRIFFIN             If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Orusoh]-----         -----[Carol]-----           -----[Orusoh]----- 
Hey! What's going on       Be strong partner!          Hmm ... 
here? This is NOT a        A Super TURBO Shot          You are good, you beat 
kid's playground!          can't shoot down all        me. But don't rejoice 
So beat it!                his missiles.               too much ... 

-----[Carol]-----          First, shoot a Hyper        'cause the heat of 
Watch it partner. This     Shot, then fire Turbo       reentry will get you!! 
one moves very quickly.    Shots to intercept his 
Tehre's no way to do       missiles!                   -----[Carol]----- 
damage to his wings.                                   Sorry, Orusoh! Too bad 
                           Watch his movements         you didn't know all 
So don't waste energy      closely! Charge as          that this ST can do. 
trying!                    much energy as you 
                           can!                        Tornado can easily 
-----[Orusoh]-----                                     escape this situation. 
What's this? You WANT      Do it right, and you 
to fight with me?          can beat him with one       -----[Orusoh]----- 



                           shot.                       What!! 
OK, it's your choice,                                  I cannot believe it! 
so be prepared.            Let's go, partner!! 
                                                       Gwaaaaaa ... 
Take the plunge with 
me now. Let us fall 
down to the Earth. 

Hurry, or you'll be 
burnt by the heat of 
reentry! Let's go!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus VISCOUNT            If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Carlos]-----         -----[Carol]-----           -----[Carlos]----- 
Why are you here? Do       I hate to admit it          I cannot believe what 
you wish defeat? When      partner, but his            has happened. How 
I do, your ST's head       assault power is really     could a stronger ST 
will join my collection!   pretty awesome!             have come from Earth? 

-----[Carol]-----          Block his bazooka           Go on now to Mars! 
His weapons are the        attack with a Super         Anubis and ST Thanatos 
most similar to ours!      TURBO Shot.                 have escaped to there. 
He can shoot TURBO 
Shots and Energy Bolts.    Charge as many Energy       Make sure to return 
                           Bolts as you can!           alive! I demand a 
Make sure to protect                                   rematch, and I will 
us well, otherwise we      If you can fully charge     beat you! 
may not defeat him.        the energy, you'll be 
                           able to destroy that 
-----[Carlos]-----         shield. 
What!!?? Another ST 
where the pilot and        We can do it, let's 
gunner aren't the same?    show him what a great 
For this, I didn't plan.   combination this team 
                           can be!! 
However, with that type 
of ST, the pilot and 
gunner must work as 
the perfect team. 

If they do not have 
perfection, they cannot 
have strength! 

I will not lose to an 
unconventional ST. I 
am sure it will become 
a part of my collection. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus THANATOS            If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Anubis]----- 
Hey hey, Anubis! It's      Be careful partner.         I can't believe this ... 
time to come out and       His entire body is          I have been defeated 
party. Or do you want      covered with weapons.       by these little ones! 
to play hide 'n' seek? 
                           Some of them can do         I remember YOU now!! 



-----[Anubis]-----         severe damage. He's         You ... traitorous ... 
You know of my             not even afraid to use      little !!! 
existence. Who are         body parts to attack! 
you!?                                                  You are ... 
                           Fire a Hyper Shot 
-----[Carol]-----          BEFORE he starts his 
You're just a clone,       attack! 
and have no right to 
even speak.                You can easily intercept 
                           his Rocket Punches or 
Partner! You must          Kicks with one Super 
defend us now! C'mon,      TURBO Shot. 
I'm counting on you! 
                           If you charge as many 
-----[Anubis]-----         Energy Bolts as you 
...??????                  can, it will be easy to 
                           destroy him! 
Fine. you will be 
disposed of soon.          Good luck partner! 
Don't stop and think 
now, come closer ... 

and let me make you 
disappear ... 
Ha ha ha haa!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Versus ARACHNUS            If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Danpe]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Danpe]----- 
Ga ha ha ha!!!             Be careful, partner!        I have lost? How 
Did you see that? Did      DO NOT attack his           can this be? Certainly 
you see the power of       stomach!                    there must be some 
my ST, Arachnus?                                       mistake!! 
                           If you don't follow 
Now I will break you       that simple rule, it        -----[Carol]----- 
into pieces, just like     will be very hard to        Partner, we must leave 
the rock!!                 block his attack!           him now. He is of no 
                                                       further concern. Our 
-----[Carol]-----          When he fires many          next enemy is at Saturn! 
Partner, be careful!       shots from his stomach, 
I have one bit of advice   protect yourself with       -----[Danpe]----- 
that you absolutely        Hyper and TURBO Shots.      Wait pilot! You are 
must keep in mind.                                     are familiar from some- 
                           Partner, I'm counting       where. I should recall 
It is most important       on you!!                    you, but I cannot!! 
that you do NOT attack 
his stomach! To do so 
would be a mistake. 

If you destroy his 
stomach, he will attack 
so hard, I don't believe 
Tornado will survive! 

-----[Danpe]----- 
Pilot, How is it you 
know me so well!? 
Tell me, where have I 



seen you before? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus COBRA               If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Zephyr]-----         -----[Carol]-----           -----[Zephyr]----- 
Wow!                       partner!                    Uhh!! What??? 
This is the ST that        His shield can drain        You have made me most 
beat Arachnus?             the charged energy          miserable! There'll be 
                           right out of your gun!      no forgiveness for you! 
Why, it looks so small 
and weak! Look at this     Calm down!                  I'm going to tell Momma. 
ST Coobra! I designed      The shield has a weak       She will teach you a 
the best ST for myself.    point, right in its very    lesson! 
                           center! 
As an opponent, you 
will be too easy.          Aim well, otherwise 
                           your shot won't hit 
-----[Carol]-----          the target. 
Be careful, his shield 
absorbs energy! Take       If it does hit the right 
care when you fire an      spot, you can destroy 
Energy Bolt!               him instantly! 

-----[Zephyr]-----         Of course, you'll need 
Huh?                       to use a Super TURBO 
I have seen this pilot     Shot, or a Hyper Shot! 
somewhere before. 
Hmmm ...?                  Another weak spot is 
                           his shoulders. It may 
Well, I can't remember     be best to aim at them. 
and it doesn't matter!     Good luck, partner! 
I will now dispose of 
you, very quickly!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GROKEN              If you lose                If you win 
-----[Zephyr]-----         -----[Carol]-----          -----[Pamela]----- 
Momma! Here they are.      Be strong partner!!        Ughhh! 
They are the ones who      Her weak point is where    I have been defeated! 
made me look like this!    the red light flashes! 
                                                      But the fortress will 
-----[Pamela]-----         A Super TURBO Shot         be here soon. Eltoria 
Oh, my poor, poor, little  is fairly slow in speed,   will drop out of warp, 
boy! Do not worry my       so it makes it hard to     and you'll be finished ... 
darling, Momma will        hit the target. 
avenge this misdeed!                                  As well as that puny 
                           Instead, attack the        little Earth. 
-----[Carol]-----          weak point with a          Hee, hee, hee, heee ... 
Partner, don't the two     Hyper Shot, it's much 
of them just make you      faster!! 
sick?
                           A Super TURBO Shot 
Now be careful! This       won't bounce back if 
ST reflects and shots      it hits her body. 
taht do not hit a weak 
point, so aim well!        I hope you understand 
                           partner, 'cause I'm 
-----[Zephyr]-----         counting on you! 



Momma? 
Haven't we seen her 
somewhere before? 

-----[Pamela]----- 
Yes ... 
She is ... familiar. 
But I can't seem to 
remember from where. 

Don't worry though, I 
will ask her questions, 
many questions after 
I beat her! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus VIRVIUS (1)         If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Anubis]----- 
Hey hey Anubis! I've       Partner, don't be           You have injured ME! 
returned, and I'm here     consfused by his attack!    I congratulate you on 
to defeat you, so be                                   that! But fear now 
prepared!                  Even though it appears      my retribution! 
                           as if his body has split 
-----[Anubis]-----         into several parts, only    Ha, ha, ha, ha! 
You impertinent little     one his real body!          Look at me now! You've 
wretch! Not only have                                  angered me! 
you betrayed us ...        Fire a Super TURBO 
                           Shot at each one!           It's too late now for 
You have returned in                                   regrets! So try to 
the company of an alien.   If you hit this real        survive my mighty 
                           body, the false images      gunfire! 
So be it. I will rid       will disappear! 
Eltoria of you, then                                   !!!!!! 
take the Earth myself.     By firing regular           What was that? 
                           TURBO Shots, you can 
                           determine which is 
                           his real body. 

                           Then, fire a Hyper Shot 
                           at his real body. 

                           He must be destroyed 
                           at once! 

(Rola appears; unlike Falcon, health doesn't change the dialogue here) 
-----[Carol]----- 
Sister! 
You're LATE!! 

-----[Rola]----- 
Sorry kid, I'll tell 
you later what delayed 
me! But now, check 
your energy gauge! 

-----[Carol]----- 
Thanks, sis! 
With that we can finish 



Anubis and ST Virvius! 

-----[Rola]----- 
And you MUST. We 
cannot take the Earth 
as our own, just 
becfause Anubis wants it. 

An intelligent life form 
is already living there. 

Now use your power and 
stop his selfish greed!! 

-----[Anubis]----- 
Rola!!! Carol!!! 
You would betray me? 
Your people? You too 
are both Eltorian! 

Fine!
I don't care anymore! 
First I will dispose 
of the rebellious pilot. 

Then, I will take care 
of Rola. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus VIRVIUS (2)         If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Anubis]----- 
'Fraid not buddy ...       Partner, the only           I have ... 
You're the one who'll      place he can be damaged     completely ... 
be destroyed!!             is inside one of the        and utterly ... 
                           five mouths.                failed. 
OK partner, let's show 
him what teamwork can      If you can charge ten       Without finding a new, 
do!                        Energy Bolts, he can        safe place to live, I 
                           be destroyed with only      I have been destroyed 
                           one shot.                   by a lowly alien. 

                           Look at the center          My rest will not be 
                           mouth! See how his          in peace ... 
                           tusks are moving? 
                                                       Aaaaaarrrrrrrr!!! 
                           If you fire a Hyper 
                           Shot right there, he'll 
                           surely open his mouth 
                           wide open. 

                           When he does, you MUST 
                           treat him to a surprise! 
                           Fire a Super TURBO or 
                           Hyper Shot right inside!! 

                           OK now, let's show him 
                           our real power! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(Rola appears) 



-----[Rola]----- 
Well done my sister! 

-----[Carol]----- 
Do not forget my 
gunner! 

-----[Rola]----- 
Yes, the gunner ... 
We owe you an 
explanation. 

We lost our home planet. 
It was own fault. 
Since then we wondered, 
until we found ... 

-----[Carol]----- 
Partner! 
We found your Earth! 

-----[Rola]----- 
Yes ... 

Even though there were 
intelligent beings there, 
Anubis sent his clone 
to steal it. 

We couldn't destroy 
Anubis by ourselves. 
We needed your help ... 

-----[Carol]----- 
So partner ... 
I brought you here! 

-----[Rola]----- 
But it is over now! 
Anubis is gone, and 
so ... 
                              (vines creep up from underneath Rola and grab her) 
Ahhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!! 

-----[Carol]----- 
Sister!! What has 
happened!?

-----[Typhon]----- 
Ha ha ha ha ... 

-----[Carol]----- 
Who are you!? 

-----[Typhon]----- 
I am Typhon, the true 
king of Fortress 
Eltoria. 



I was to rest, in 
cryogenic sleep until 
my servant, Anubis 
found a new planet. 

A beautiful place to 
call our home. When 
he had taken control, 
I would be awoken. 

This way my beauty 
and youth would last 
forever. 

-----[Carol]----- 
The real king? 

You ... 
You have kidnapped my 
sister! Where is she? 

-----[Typhon]----- 
If you want to see her 
again, come to the 
fortress core! 

And you Earthling! If 
you cannot beat me, 
you will never again 
see your home! 

I will not waste anymore 
time. Come quickly! 
I am waiting for  
you!!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GIGA-DESP (1)       If you lose                 If you win 
-----[Carol]-----          -----[Carol]-----           -----[Carol]----- 
We have come, Typhon!      The only place he'll        What have you done with 
Now where is my            take damage is when         my sister? Answer me! 
sister!!?                  he shows his eye balls 
                           before his big attack.      -----[Typhon]----- 
-----[Typhon]-----                                     Ha ha ha ha ha ... 
IF you can destroy my      Be careful, the attack      I thought this would 
Giga-Desp, you will        from his eye balls          be a waste of time, 
know ...                   cannot be stopped.          but I'm enjoying this! 

But for now, we are        Calm down, partner.         Gaze upon my gorgeous 
wasting time. Let this                                 body!! Open your eyes 
battle begin!!             Watch his movements!!       and look at me closely!! 
                                                       Ha ha ha ha ha ... 
                           Charge energy!! 

                           Good luck, partner!! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Versus GIGA-DESP (2)       If you lose                 If you save Rola 



-----[Carol]-----          ---[nothing happens]---     -----[Rola]----- 
Rola!!!                                                Thank you very much 
Oh no! What have you done to                           my friend! 
my sister ...? 
                                                       I just can't tell you 
-----[Rola]-----                                       how thankful I am that 
Don't worry kid, I'm                                   you defeated Giga-Desp 
OK, but Typhon is using                                AND saved me! 
me to hide Giga-Desp's 
weak point.                                            -----[Carol]----- 
                                                       Yes partner, thanks 
Shoot me!!                                             for saving my sister! 
It's the only way to 
destroy Giga-Desp!!                                    Not just anyone could 
                                                       have done this. You 
Hurry!! There's no                                     are an expert. A true 
time to think! The                                     marksman! 
lives of all the people 
on Earth are at stake!!                                Now it's time for you 
                                                       to go home. 
-----[Typhon]----- 
This is taking too long!                               Return now to Earth. 
I will destroy the puny                                Return as a hero- 
ST first, then I will                                  return as my hero! 
take care of you Rola! 
                                                       It seems, I chose 
Who knows, your own                                    my partner well. 
sister or the Earthling 
might even do it for                                   See you again ... 
me ...                                                 Sometime ... 
                                                       Maybe ...
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